2007 white ford focus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They called me back but I
found a SUV some where else. I only can rate them that they called back and the question I had
were answered very well. Such great people second car we bought from them. My Dad bought a
car from them the day. Helpful friendly staff. Jerry was very helpful and showed me the truck I
was interested in and said he had another truck similar to the one I interested. After viewing
both trucks my wife and I decided on the truck had gone to see. Very knowledgeable salesman.
He spent a lot of time answering questions for us. We are happy with our purchase. He called
me sometime in the evening on a Tuesday and he answered all of the questions I had. He was
polite and basically told me all the info I needed and even more. I forgot his name but he was
dope asl on jah. Quoted one interest rate went to pivk up car gave me a higher rate they even
chaged the years to pay off the loan. Not friendly. Easy going people. Everyone was helpful and
knowledgeable. Would definitely buy another vehicle from them in the future. My experience
with them was amazing, the people were friendly, and worked with my budget. I got the Acura
TL and it drives great. Thanks prize auto. Disappointed with i75 auto. Terrible buisness
practices and shady. Will definitely not recommend. I purchased another RX they had on the lot,
my experience with Greg the sales person and owner Kevin was over the top with their ethics,
and attention to detail. They made sure the SUV was safe and running good before selling it to
me, I would definitely buy my next car this company. I've been to Iraq-Afghanistan and around
the world as well. This was the sleaziest business enterprise I've ever encountered, the inside of
the vehicles were saturated with odors and the office looked like some sort storage facility. I
purchased a vehicle the same day I visited this site at a professional establishment. Dealer was
great having look over the vehicle and test drive. No hassle at all. Great experience but was not
what we were looking for. Lot of excuses about price, vehicle had lot of scratches, parts
missing, not what it looks like in picture. Truck was not worth the price, and seller was acting as
if the price was already so low they were practically giving the truck away, joke!!! Responded
quickly and professionally. I did not go through with any deals. The Kia forte 5 was to small of a
vehicle. Definitely would recommend and return in the future. Thank you Brick City Motors.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request
Information. Incredible value for the money. Read more. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one
of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only things I have
had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and replace the brakes and tires once. The only
thing I would say needs to be improved is that it could be a more quiet ride. I think the Focus is
underrated. You get some of the same qualities as higher priced vehicles but at cheaper prices.
It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im very pleased! Why Use CarGurus? Ford Focus
in Atlanta GA 2 listings. Ford Focus in Chicago IL 2 listings. Ford Focus in Washington DC 2
listings. ZX3 S. Reviews 7. Pictures Features Options Specs 3 trims already selected. Major
Features All Features. Major Options All Options. Hide Details Show Details. Body Style
Hatchback. Engine 2. Seating 5. Drivetrain FWD. Ford reworked the U. Focus in Read More. The
S Hatchback is the base three-door hatchback model. The standard engine is a 2. A 5-speed
manual is standard, with a 4-speed automatic optional. Reviewers unanimously find the Focus a
fun car to drive. The base engine is adequate for normal driving. The ride is smooth and
handling above average. Quick and responsive steering gives good road feedback. According
to reviewers, the handling is decidedly European in firmness and response. As befits a compact
economy car, the interior has a "clean and stylish look" with a well-arranged dashboard with
clearly labeled controls and easy-to-read instruments. Generously padded seats, front and
back, are comfortable, with three-point seat belts for five in the roomy interior. The hatchback
offers Some reviews complain of "unimpressive" material quality, though Consumer Guide
found "good cabin materials and workmanship for the price. Standard safety features are a bit
of a disappointment, with no back seat head restraints, side-impact airbags, ABS, or traction
control on the base trim levels. The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
awarded four stars in the frontal test and three and a half in side tests. The Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety tests without side airbags resulted in the worst "Poor" rating and a median
"Acceptable" rating for rear impacts. ZX4 S. Reviews 1. No additional major features. Body Style
Sedan. The U. Focus was reworked in The S Sedan is the base four-door sedan model.

Generously padded seats, front and back, are comfortable with three-point seat belts for five in
the roomy interior. The sedan offers a Some reviews complained of "unimpressive" material
quality, though Consumer Guide found "good cabin materials and workmanship for the price.
The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration awarded the Focus S four stars in
the frontal test and three and a half in side tests. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
tests resulted in the worst "Poor" rating and a median "Acceptable" rating for rear impacts. ZX5
S. Reviews 5. The five-door S Hatchback is the base five-door hatchback model. ZX3 SE.
Reviews The SE Hatchback is the midlevel three-door hatchback trim. The midlevel SE trim
adds air-conditioning, dual power mirrors, power windows and locks, an overhead console, and
a remote keyless entry to a fairly spartan base. Standard safety features are a bit of a
disappointment, with no back seat head restraints, side-impact airbags, ABS or traction control
on the base trim levels. ZX4 SE. The SE Sedan is the midlevel four-door sedan trim. The
midlevel SE trim adds air-conditioning, dual power mirrors, power windows and locks, an
overhead console, and remote keyless entry to a fairly spartan base. ZX3 SES. Reviews 3. The
SES Hatchback is the upper-level two-door hatchback trim. The SES trim adds foglamps, a
tachometer, a 6-CD changer, a leather-wrapped tilt and telescoping steering wheel with audio
controls, and inch alloy wheels to the SE trim. Standard safety features are a bit of a
disappointment with no back seat head restraints, side-impact airbags, ABS, or traction control
on the base trim levels. ZX5 SE. The five-door SE Hatchback is the midlevel five-door hatchback
model. ZX4 SES. The SES Sedan is the upper level four door sedan. A 5-speed manual is
standard with a 4-speed automatic optional. The quick and responsive steering gives good road
feedback. As befits a compact economy car, the interior has a "clean and stylish look" with a
well-arranged dashboard with clearly labeled controls and easy to read instruments. Standard
safety features are a bit of disappointment with no back seat head restraints, side-impact
airbags, ABS or traction control on the base trim levels. ZX5 SES. The five-door SES Hatchback
is the upper-level five-door hatchback trim. A five-speed manual is standard, with a four-speed
automatic optional. Body Style Wagon. The SE wagon is the wagon's base level. The wagon
offers Reviewers regard the Focus as an inexpensive but dated fun car for the daily commute
and hauling. ZX4 ST. The ST Sedan is the high-performance trim. The ST comes only in the
four-door sedan body and features a sport-tuned and chrome-tipped exhaust, a sport
suspension, four-wheel disc brakes with traction control, unique inch alloy wheels, and a rear
deck spoiler and lower body moldings. Reviewers naturally had the most fun in this version of
the Focus, which is noticeably quicker than those with the 2. The SE wagon is the midlevel
wagon, which is the wagon's base level. The wagon affords Reviewers regard the Focus wagon
as an inexpensive, but dated, fun car for the daily commute and hauling. Related Models For
Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Focus to Related Models. Select Year
Front brake diameter: Axle ratio: 3. Exterior mirrors: manual. Manual Adjustments. Type: split
bench. Child seat anchors. Engine immobilizer. Rim Type: steel. Type: all season. Wheel covers:
full. Exterior mirrors: power. Front fog lights. P Tires. Rear spoiler. Roof rack color: black.
Exterior mirrors: power , heated , heated driver mirror. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Auto Provider also has many
financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with
approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Focus S, 4D
Sedan, Duratec 2. Odometer is miles below market average! Please contact for more
information. Please use our online store to allow you and your family the ability to shop our
virtual showroom and finalize your deal from the comfort and safety of your home. COMWe
encourage everyone to stay safe by taking the proper precautions and look after your loved
ones. Fully loaded and much more! Please do not hesitate if you have any question. This car is
a must see, so feel free to schedule a test drive. Contact our Sales at Discover the Performance
Advantage! Cute, clean, low miles, runs great, and honestly cheap! How can you possibly want
a better value than this all black beauty. Car-Fax Certified 2 owner sold brand new by Harris
Ford of Lynnwood, with no accidents, this little Focus would make a terrific stater car, or a great
commuter car, or both! Low miles and fully serviced this is a great value for the cost conscious.
Check out this gently-used Ford Focus we recently got in. How to protect your purchase? Start
enjoying more time in your new ride and less time at the gas station with this Ford Focus. A
Ford with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This Focus SES was gently driven and it shows.
All vehicles are fully serviced and safety inspected and reconditioned to our high standards! No
warranty available for purchase. You can make your purchase with confidence and complete
your purchase hassle free in a timely manner. As a Carfax certified dealer we provide a free
Carfax with every purchase. Additionally we will be happy to provide all of our customers with a
complimentary Carfax on their vehicle as well. As one of the top dealers in the NW, we make it

easy. FWD Duratec 2. Recent Arrival! We always have over new and pre-owned in inventory.
This vehicle has been Inspected and serviced and ready to go come experience the Allen
Automotive difference. We also have a Great Service Department that can help you save
thousands of dollars in the future. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 3 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range mi mi.
Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Title issue. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I am writing this review after five years and , miles of nearly
problem-free ownership. This car is simple, inexpensive, reliable, and fuel-efficient
transportation. Been in the shop twice, only for suspension-related problems. I blame Illinois'
pockmarked roads. Comfort is adequate for four people. Trunk is cavernous. MPG is
outstanding! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The color code can be located in the driver side
door jamb. Click here for the Ford paint code location chart and paint code image example. First
the big picture: The product is great, worked great, and I am satisfied with the job. Two issues
to comment on. I didn't see on the site that the product had to be purposefully mixed makes
sense though and therefore the extra money I spent to have a faster delivery was wasted. The
other issue is small but still presented a problem. The little brushes in the bottle did not hold up
long. Soon I had to abandon them and use an artist brush to complete the job. No big deal. But
overall I am satisfied. The paint matched perfectly. I would order more in the future, just not
bother with fast shipping and have brushes handy. The color was a great match! It didn't match!
Also, it dried up inside the container, and was useless. Yours, which I paid about half for, comes
in a nice little bottle that doesn't dry up, and it's a perfect match. I had a nasty little chip that the
Ford touch up would not work on, no matter what I tried. Your product made it almost invisible. I
recommend it. The paint matched great. The color was a perfect match. Very happy. Good color
match, very pleased. Paint match was perfect. Worked just the way it is suppose to. Color coat
spray can started an inconsistent spray pattern or "spitting" part way through application. Not
severe but enough to cause some small spots of a slightly darker shade on the painted surface.
Switched spray nozzles with another can and solved the problem. Color match was good. We
also will mail some tips out to existing customers who experience problems like this. The paint
worked perfect. Perfect match, I just had to go to the local Automotive store for a clear coat.
Very pleased with the results! Couldn't find the color touch up paint for my vehicle at any of the
stores, simply isn't made. Just by giving the color code of my vehicle I was able to get the
correct color touch up paint delivered to my door. No more driving from store to store to have
employees give me opinion on why duplicolor or that their brand doesn't offer my color and
how I'm out of luck and will have to pay hundreds to a body shop or dealer. Awesome product.
Fast shipping and perfect match. Saves a lot of money for a big scratch. Customer service was
also very helpful. I am very pleased with the can of touch up paint and the color matched my
car. I Thank you. Enter your year, make, and model below to find color matched paint:. Choose
your Automotive paint color for your Ford All Models. Don't see your color listed? Call We
probably have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle model? Did you choose the wrong model?
Or, just go to our page dedicated to Ford Touch Up Paint. Kevin K, owner of a Ford from Pueblo,
CO Color coat spray can started an inconsistent spray pattern or "spitting" part way through
application. Craig P, owner of a Ford from Cedar Springs, MI Couldn't find the color touch up
paint for my vehicle at any of the stores, simply isn't made. Ronald W, owner of a Ford from
Novi, MI I am very pleased with the can of touch up paint and the color matched my car. Share
your touch up story Panther Black Metallic. Oxford White. Lightning Strike Metallic. Frozen
White. Ruby Red Metallic. Moondust Silver Metallic. Red Pepper Metallic. Twilight Blue Pearl.
Dark Shadow Blue Metallic. Toreador Red Metallic. Sublime Metallic. Black Pearl. Highlight
Silver Metallic. Amazon Green Pearl. Dark Green Mica. Light Gray. Silver Metallic. Medium
Wedgewood Metallic. Ultra Blue Metallic. Light Tundra Metallic. Imperial Blue Mica. Passion Red
Mica. Silver Gray Metallic. Jewel Green Pearl. Dark Shadow Gray Metallic. Gloaming Silver
Metallic. Metropolis Blue Metallic. French Blue Metallic. Cool White. Aspen Green Metallic.
Magnum Grey Metallic. Satin Silver Metallic. Machine Silver Metallic. Morello Pearl. Titanium
Gray II Metallic. Nifty Red. Deep Rosso Red Mica. Strato Blue Metallic. Andaman Blue Metallic.
Viridian Green Pearl. Chilli Orange Mica. New Century Silver Metallic. Performance Blue Metallic.
Mineral Gray Metallic. Ocean Pearl. Medium Brown Metallic. Storm Gray Pearl. Ink Blue Metallic.
Tonic Blue Metallic. Winter White. Chill Metallic. Blaze Orange Pearl. Ice Silver Pearl. Street
Silver Metallic. Dynamic Red Metallic. Red Hot. Sonic Blue Pearl. Ambition Blue Pearl. College
Blue Metallic. Azul Hacienda. Norsea Blue Metallic. Aquarius Metallic. Deep Navy. Light
Gunmetal Metallic. Alloy Metallic. Amarillo Amanecer. Grenadine Metallic. Luna Metallic. Jeans

Blue Metallic. Chroma Couture Metallic. Colorado Red. Spruce Green Metallic. British Gas Light
Blue. Coca Cola Red School Bus Yellow. Sparkle Silver Metallic. Broom Yellow. Pitch Black.
Performance White. Apple Metallic. Spanish Olive Metallic. Sea Gray Metallic. White Grape
Metallic. Viola Metallic. Kelp Pearl. Silver Frost Metallic. Dark Toreador Metallic. Argento
Metallic. Marmalade Metallic. Plum Blush Metallic. Verdigris Metallic. Thunder Pearl. Blazer Blue.
Avalon Metallic. Dark Green Satin Metallic. Vision Metallic. Woodland Green Metallic. Estate
Green Metallic. Blue De Cina Metallic. Royal Blue. Arizona Beige Metallic. Vista Blue Metallic.
Medium Cypress Metallic. True Blue Metallic. Charcoal Gray Metallic. Silver Birch Metallic. Light
Ice Blue Metallic. Gold Ash Metallic. Dark Blue Pearl. Merlot Metallic. Inca Gold. Screaming
Yellow. Blazing Copper Metallic. Pueblo Gold Metallic. Satellite Silver Metallic. Dark Copper
Metallic. Windveil Blue Metallic. Charcoal Beige Metallic. Tungsten Gray Metallic. Smokestone
Metallic. Lime Sorbet. Forest Green Metallic. Dark Blue. Light Blue Metallic. Hi Performance
White. A3E, H2. Classic Red. Hot Red. Chrome Yellow. Ivory White. Light Ivory. Copper Metallic.
Lava Stone Metallic. DB, PT1. Dawn Blue Metallic. Dash Metallic. DX, MA. E, M30J Colonial
White. Crystal Metallic. FL, MA. G2, MA. Redfire Metallic. G3, MA. G4, MA. Cashmere Tricoat.
GW, MA. Orange Crush Pearl. HG, MA. HH, MA. Dark Cherry Metallic. HJ, MA. Pewter Metallic.
LS, MA. MA, YG. Medium Titanium Metallic. MA, Z1. M, MG. MA, T5. MA, NH. Light Sage Metallic.
MA, ND. Dune Pearl. MA, P2. Driftwood Gray Metallic. MA, PV. White Chocolate Pearl. MA, TH.
Aqua Blue Metallic. MA, NL. Orange Frost Metallic. MA, NZ. Kiwi Green Metallic. MA, PH. Creme
Brulee. MA, PG. Dark Amethyst Metallic. Perform Blue Metallic. Steel Metallic. Coca Cola Red.
Accuride Gray. Argent Metallic. Caspian Blue Metallic. Medium Dark Platinum. Carbon Black. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The monthly payment is based on the price of
this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment
calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are
not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria:
quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rati
jeep grand cherokee service manual
focusnews bg
wiring diagram for boats
ng earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most
exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its
class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles
of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect
for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Ford Focus. Colors generally differ
by style. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Ford Focus Ford Focus Colors. Est
Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor
Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best

rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star:
Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. New Car Quick Quote Ford.
Please select a model Select Model. Get Your Price.

